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ABSTRACT 
Name : Imadudin  
Reg. Number  : 40300106027 
Title                 :Impressions Reflected In Roger`s and Deby`s Selected Poems 
guided by Rusydi Khalid and Serliah Nur.  
   
 
   
This study aims to analyze the process of figurative language in providing the 
impression, also describe the way of the impression are suggested by the use of 
figurative language that contribute to the total meaning of the selected poems. The 
object of this study is taken from Roger`s (Nightingale`s song , 2005) and Deby`s 
(The Haunting, 2008) selected poems. 
The writer used library research as the method to collected data which enabled 
him to find the relevant theory to this study. Then, the data is analyzed descriptively 
to examine some aspect in providing the impression of the poems. 
The findings of this thesis were illustrates the figurative language and 
impressions process to contribute the theme of the poem 
In regard to the data analysis, the writer concluded that most of impressions of 
the poem are provided by the use of figurative language in the poem. The figurative 
language are: simile, personification, hyperbole expressions in” Nightingale Song” 
and hyperbole, personification, irony, and apostrophe expressions in “The Haunting.  
  
 
ix 
 
In addition, the theme of the poem is closely related to the impression of both poems 
as the result of the role of impressions as a basic assumption before gaining the theme 
of the poem. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
  Impression has an important contributon in presenting poetry to be more 
attractive, and more stinging to mind. In addition, the unity of impression in 
every stanza from each line can lead to the theme of poetry. Since the relation 
between both theme and impression can not stand appart from each other. The 
following paragraph will examine the interrests of impression and the elements 
that provide the impression. 
 To begin with, the impression within poetry will provide temporary 
sense towards the reader. The awarness of the reader of what is being told in 
the poetry due to the temporary sense that stimulated by impression. In the 
next process, it becomes the expectation of the reader towards the poetry. It is 
what Jaus in Sarjono,(2001:115) called as reception aesthetic or 
erwartunghorizont by Karl Mannheim. This term emphasizes the reader as an 
important aspect within literary work especially in poetry. 
This reseption aesthetic is influenced by three elements, such as: (1) 
reader`s knowledge or grounding, (2) reading experience, (3) understanding of 
contrasting. Language in literary work- especially between the language of 
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poetry and the ordinary language. This study tends to examine the 
understanding of contrasting language of the reader towards the poetry. 
Therefore, it can be said that the analysis of impression is not merely based on 
the subjectivity of the reader, because between the language of poetry and 
impression is a closely relationship. 
Beside that, the intention of recent study is still rare focusing on the 
analysis of impression within poetry, but most of recent studies emphasize 
only on the potential of language especially figurative language. Whereas, the 
study of impression not only leads the analysis into understanding the theme of 
poetry, but also another constructing element of poetry which can provide the 
impression such as figure of speech, imagery, and diction The previous 
paragraph has already mentioned that between impression and the language of 
poetry, there is a relation. In this case,it means that before we analyze the 
impression we should identify some aspects of literary language. 
The next, impression is provide by some abilities of language (in term 
of literary work), such as of  figure of speech, imagery,and diction. In this 
case,figure of speech, imagery, and diction are the vehicle of the poet,the 
reader to be aware of  what poetry is being told. In other words, to comunicate 
his feeling, the poet uses those three elments in poetry. Consequently, in 
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choosing some words in poetry (diction) the poet must understand the 
consequence, because each words or diction will cause different effect. 
Based on the explanation above, the writer is interested in conducting 
this research for several reasons. They are, to analyze figurative language in 
poetry that talks about whether the words are appropriate or not in being able 
to create which can avoke the impression. Therefore, a poet should have a 
large number of vocabularies and know the meaning of them, to explain 
figurative language which become spart of word which deals with whether the 
use of word, phrase, or certain clause is appropriate or not in giving a certain 
meaningfull effects. In this case, the writer will analyze two poems of  Roger`s 
and Debby`s, which entitled Nightingale`s Songs (2005) and The Haunting  ( 
2008) 
B. Problems statement 
The research problem is formulated in the following questions: 
1. What kinds of figurative language are used in selected poems? 
2. How does impression suggested the theme of the poem? 
C. Objective of research 
The objectives of this research are: 
1. To analyze the figurative language are used in selected poems. 
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2. To describe the impression suggested by the use of figurative language 
to the theme of the poem. 
D.  Significance of Research 
In this research, the writer hopes that the readers can identify the 
figurative language. The writer is able to know and understand the meaning of 
impression and figurative language. Not only in the poems but also in the 
theme, point of view, imagination, plot, figure of speech, setting message, and 
the other literary works. It is better for anyone who read this thesis, because 
they can understand about impression and figurative language. Hopefully this 
writing also can be used as the reference to the research in the future. 
E. Scope of research 
The research tends to examine the use of figurative language in the 
impression of the poem. It said that this study broadly concern in two 
problems. They are figurative language and impression.   
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW AND RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Previous Study  
This chapter discusses the review and related literature about previous 
related studies. There is a concept of findings impression presented by the 
writer. 
Syahrul (2006) in his thesis “The Impression Reflected In Auden`s 
Selected Poems”. The Auden selected poems are “As I Walked Out One 
Evening (1940) and The Ship (1949)”. In his thesis, most impression of the 
poem is provided by imagery, but only a few of figures of speech have a 
contribution on it. For the reason, both poems use only a few figures of speech. 
In his thesis the impressions are commonly associated to the theme of both 
poems, as the result, they form a basic assumptions that can lead to the theme 
of both poems. 
Ramlan L (2003) in his thesis”The Impression and Figurative Language 
in William Cullen Bryant`s Selected Poems”. This thesis examine about 
impression and figurative language and the relationship between them. 
The poems selected are those that have matters to analyze, concerning 
with the theory that was applied in his thesis. The selected poems are: 
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a. Innocent Child and Snow- White Flower 
b. O Fairest of the Rural Maids. 
c. March. 
The poems selected by the writer are only selected with personal 
admiration, as it is generally conceive that one should write something that 
one likes. 
The similarity of this thesis with the previous findings is talking about 
impression and figurative language, but the objective of the research is 
different. The first previous findings are analysis the Auden`s selected poems 
and the second analysis the William Cullen Bryant`s selected poem. 
Based on the previous findings above, the writer will discuss and focus 
on the figurative language are used in selected poems and the impression 
suggested by the use of figurative language in Roger and Deby Rawlings 
selected poems. 
B. Defenition of Poetry 
 The word poetry: comes from the Greek “Poieo” which meanings, 
“create”. Thus poetry is an art form in which human language is used for its 
aesthetic qualities in addition to or instead and semantic content. It consists 
largely of oral of literary work in which language is used in a manner that is 
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felt by its user and audience to differ from ordinary prose ( Kinaryati 
Djojosuro, 2000:15). 
As Kennedy (1986:772) states: 
“throughout this book we have been working on the assumption that the 
patient and conscious explication of  poems  will sharpen unconscious 
perception. We can only hope that it will; the final test lies in whether  
you care to go on by yourself, reading other poems, finding in them 
pleasure and enlightenment. Pedagogy must have a stop; so too the 
viewing of poems as if their elements fell into chapter. For the total 
experience of reading a poem surpasses the mind`s categories. The wind 
in the grass, says a proverb, cannot be taken into the house”.        
Based on the illustration that already mentioned, we might think that 
poetry is a kind of written form which has special form different from the 
others, such as in its shorter sentence, dicton,rhime, rhithm, and its figure of 
speech. This is the one of the way to definite poetry, by mentioning the 
physical characteristic;it is not the only one way, because there are many ways 
to define it. However, we should ensure that defining  poetry based on is form 
is the easiest way, as many critics, and writers do. 
Kennedy (1986:769-770)quoted some definitions from the writers, such 
as: 
a. “If i read the book and it makes my whole body so cold no fire can 
ever warm me, I know that is poetry. If i feel physically as if the top 
of my head were taken off, I know that it is poetry. These are the 
only ways I know it. Is there any other way?”(Emily Dickinson) 
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b. “Not the assertion that something is true but the making of that 
truth more fully real to us.”(T.S. Elliot). 
c. “ Anything said in such away,or put on the page in such a way, as 
to invite from the hearer or the reader a certain kind of 
attention.”(William Stafford). 
d. “The clear expression of mixed fellings.”(W.H.Auden). 
 
Regarding those definitions above, almost all of  the definition depend  
on the view of writers or critics. Comparing to another  written form, such as 
scientific written form, Wellek and Warren (1993:15) suggest that the language 
of literary work is not the expression of emotion only, but also the expression 
of thought, the ambiguity, homonym,and irregular and irrational categories that 
always have a great influence in it. For that reason, I think that they are too 
general in defining the poetry in view of the fact that  it almost appears in other 
kinds of literary words,and applicable for such circumstances. 
Poetry is one literary genres beside prose and drama. From those three 
genres of literary works, poetry has some unique characteristic such as 
meaning, maintaining rhyme, rhythm, composed in verse and genius in diction. 
Especially for diction, poetry is very elusive because it uses figure of speech, 
whose intended meaning usually flows from the literal one. That is way; 
analyzing poetry needs a good comperhensionand enough understanding about 
everything surrounding the work being analyzed. Nowdays poetry however is 
quite hard to differ from prose because the presence of free verse in poetry 
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creates a new style that almost the same as prose. Poetry sometime does not 
long maintain pattern of rhyme and rhythm. Poetry in very modern one is not 
composed in verse but in paragraph as prose (Rahmat Djoko Pradopo, 1997:4)     
Therefore, it may be said that poetry is considerably ambiguous because 
the reference away from the context of poem is unknown. In relation to the 
statements above we can conclude that the common way to understand the 
poetry is through its form. Yet, not all the definitions emphasize the point if 
poetry because most of the explanations are still general.  
C.  Figurative Language  
Figurative language or figure of speech is the use of language in 
conveying or suggesting a meaning beyond the literal meaning. The figurative 
language also makes comparison things, so that the readers can understand this 
better or visualize them more vividly. That is the author compares something 
that she/he feels they are already familiar. Although people may not be aware 
of it, people use figurative languages as one way to make our meaning more 
axact, more complete, more interesting, or more impressive it is a valuable 
resource in the writing ( Joffe, 2002 : 11 ) 
Another opinion is suggested by Tarigan ( 1986 : 112 ). He stated that, 
figurative language shows a rhetoric style which means using words in 
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speaking and writing to convince or influence the listeners and readers. In 
other statement Dialed in Tarigan ( 1986 : 179 ) said that: 
“Figurative language or figure of speech is an analogical reasoning 
language, beautiful language which being used to increasing an effect 
by way of  introducing  and comparing an object or certain thing or 
another more common thing. Be briefly, the using of certain figure of 
speech can change and rising a certain connotation”. 
Based on the definition above, the writer make conclusion that 
figurative language is the expressed from the author by using something or 
another meaning to show the personality of language user and leave impression 
to listener or message receiver. 
This writing does not only explain the meaning of figurative language 
but also types of figurative language and they are:  
1.  Metaphor and Simile    
According to Siswantoro (2002:27) metaphor is implied simile. It is not 
like simile,state one thing is like another or acts as another, but takes that for 
granted and proceeds as if the two things were one. The other basic kind of 
analogous expression is a metaphore: when we use a metaphore we say that 
one thing is something else, at least in figurative(analogous) way. 
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 For example: 
a. Oh my love has red petals and sharp thorn 
In my love compared to a flower which have the red leaf have 
sharp thorn. 
b. My house is my castle 
Meaning of metaphore happened by result which concerning 
meaning to personal association. 
According to Joffe (2002:119) simile is the direct comparison of two 
object, quality or concept for the sake or attributing a characteristic of one to 
the other a simile is an open or obvious comparison: it always uses the word 
“like or as or than”. 
For example: 
a. the sun is like a hot dime in the sky. 
The semantic characters in this sentence are the sun and a hot 
dime in the sky. The sun is the similar with the hot dime in the 
sky. 
b. My love resembles as red, red rose 
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The semantic character in this sentence is love and red rose. 
Love is special feeling to someone. In this case beautiful women 
red rose is a special color has the meaning. 
From the statement above we can conclude that simile is the 
comparative figurative which compares two objects or different type. 
2. Personification and Apostrophe  
Personification, according to Reaske (1996:61):“Personification 
consists in giving the attributes of human being to an animal, an object, or an 
idea. The attribution of life like or human attributes inanimate object or ideas”. 
In the other opinion said that in personification idea, object, or animal is 
given the characteristics of a person, or a thing, a quality or an idea has human 
characteristics. 
For example: 
a. My love why have you left me alone. 
“my love” is described as human or someone that can move. 
b. Love is blind. 
“love” is described as human that can be blind. 
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 While apostrophe is like with personification, but the object of 
apostrophe can be greeting verbally. Examples: sweet thames! Run softly till 
end my song. This sentence shows that the poet speaks to the thames river that 
flows in the London city ( Reaske in Ibrahim, 2003 : 12 ) 
Another opinion, apostrophe is a speech given to an inanimate object, in 
idea, or someone who is dead.  
For example: 
     You are a beautiful urn 
I will always love you 
Someone begins the ode by directly addressing the artist who 
painted the picture on the urn. He comments on the art throughout 
the poem.    
3. Metonymy 
Metonymy is a figure of speech that consists in using the name of one thing 
for that of something else with which it is associated ( Leech, 1996 : 152 )  
In addition, Widyamarta (1995:55) said that: “ metonymy is a figurative 
language based on associated between one word to the other word, so the later 
is being used as a replacement to the first word to point out a same meaning”. 
For example: 
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a. He buys a Chevrolet. 
Chevrolet means one of a brand of car 
b. Waiting for green table decision. 
Green table means the court. 
4.  Symbol  
A symbol may be defined as something that means more than what it is. 
Let us more explanation about symbol such as follows: 
A symbol is a word that stands for, or points to a  reality beyond it self. 
Sunrise, for instance is often used as a symbol for a new beginning, that 
examples help us to see something else about symbols. They often share 
in the reality for which they stand. A sunrise not only stands for a new 
beginning of a day ( Gill, 1991: 21). 
Keraf (1990:79) explain that: a symbol may be roughly defined as 
something that means more than what it is. “The road not taken’ for instance 
concerns a choice made between two roads by a person out walking in the 
woods. 
For example: 
a. The white rose whisper of passion, and the white rose breathes of 
love. 
The white rose is spiritual symbol of love or affection 
b. Father, I observed to heaven 
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Father means God for Christian.  
5. Paradox 
Paradox is an apparent contradiction that is nevertheless somehow true 
(Kennedy, 1986:595). For example she cries for her success. In other words, 
paradox occurs in a statement that at first strikes us as self- contradictory but 
that on reflection makes some sense. However, some paradoxical statements 
are much more than plays on words. The important to realize paradox is to 
understand all the condition and circumstances involved in a paradox; we find 
that what at first seemed impossible is actually entirely plausible and not 
strange at all.  
For example: 
a. More haste less speed 
More haste less speed. Word “more” with “less” is two word that 
contradiction 
b. War is peace, freedom is slavery, and ignorance is strength. 
The war is contradiction with the peace; the freedom is 
contradiction with the slavery and ignorance with contradiction 
the strength. 
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6. Overstatement  or  Hyperbole 
Hyperbole according Siswantoro (2002:34) that hyperbole a statement is 
made emphatic by overstatement. It also may be said that the statement is 
impossible to happen; a quotation from Auden’s poem is an example for 
hyperbole,as followes: 
 I’ll love you, dear, I’ll love you 
 Till China and Africa meet, 
 And the river jumps over the mountain 
 And the salmon sing in the street. 
Considering this stanzas, Author speaks not literal truth but use a figure 
of speech, in this case called hyperbole. No one can imagine that China and 
Africa will meet, and the river jumps over the mountain and the salmon sing in 
the street. All those line just to convey how great love the speaker has. The use 
of hyperbole or overstatement, frequently, in poetry causes some effect such as 
humorous or grave, fanciful, or restrainet, convincing or unconvincing. 
7.  Irony 
Based on the effect of irony upon the reader, Kennedy (1986:521-524) 
divides it into some devices. They are ironic of view (says one thing and sense 
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the writer is in fact saying something else), verbal irony ( words say one thing 
but mean something else, usually opposite). 
For example: 
a. Your food is so tasty, until I cannot eat. 
It means the food is not really tasty. 
b. Your skin is really white, until I cannot see you. 
It means his skin is very black. 
D.  Impression 
Closely related to imagery is impression, Waluyo (1987:125), defines 
impression as a psychological effect due to the tone in a poem. For example, 
the tone of philosophical sarcasm persuades the reader to contemplate the 
essence of life, as appearing in the following poem quoted from Perrine (1974: 
654): 
OF ALPHUS               
 No egg On Friday Alph will eat, 
But drunken he will be  
 On Friday still. Oh, what a pure  
  Religious man is he! 
    Anonymous: 16 Century 
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Even though the poem above is short-either in its stanza or in its line-
there is an enduring thing that contains in it. The poet successfully conveys the 
psychological effect or impression that makes this can not be interpreted 
literally. Since the poem above uses sarcasm, it conveys the sense of hypocrite 
of a religious man.  
In accordance with the influence towards the reader , Jausz (in Sarjono,  
2001: 116) divides some aspects related to the psychological effect of reader 
into three aspects. They are reader’s  grounding of literary genre, reader’s 
experience, and reader’s knowledge and understanding of poetic function of 
language. Similarly, Jabrohim (2002: 130) suggests reading experience that 
influences the reception of readers toward literary work (reception aesthetic) 
depends on three abilities of the reader. They are the ability in distinguishing 
poetic language and practical language, the ability in understanding historical 
even historical  background of literary works, and the ability in understanding 
literary genre which is familiar to the reader. All of these aspects have an 
important role to the reception and interpretation of the reader.  
Furthermore, Waluyo (1987: 43) divides impression into two sorts, such 
as the impression of the poet and the reader. For the first sort is the result of the 
contemplation of poet through all that happen in this world (the contemplation 
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of being happen), while for the last sort is the effect that deriving as result of 
sense of expression towards the reader. The poet has an expectation to convey 
the impression that she or he obtains from the fact of life. For that reason, the 
poet chooses some concrete words that he or she believes can articulate the fact 
of life, which has already mixed with the impression in poet’s mind. As the 
result, the reader, with all its experience, such is its background of literary 
knowledge, confidently will gain the impression that poet want to convey. 
However, impression is not only talks about the “thing“ that poet articulates, 
but also how the reader understand the poem itself, and its effect  to the reader. 
E. Semantics  
Dale in Tarigan (1986:10) said that, the word “semantics” comes from 
the Greek language, which is “sema” or “semainen” which means is sign, so 
semantics means to tell about meaning. Semantics is related with what people 
think about meaning of word. In daily activities, people tells us such kind of 
problems. What they see, hear, feel are transferred in some words. So the 
hearers could become a comprehension or action or event both of them. 
Another opinion is suggested by Palmer (1988:01), semantics is analyze 
of meaning and semantics also analyze about symbol or sign that represent 
meaning relation of meaning between one and the other, and also the 
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influence to human and society since semantics include symbol of word, it is 
growth and changes. 
Griffiths (2006:15) semantics is the study of word meaning and 
sentence meaning, abstracted away from contexts of use, is a descriptive 
subject. It is an attempt to describe and understand the nature of the 
knowledge about meaning in their language that people have from knowing 
the language.  
Generally it is difficult to give limitation about the meaning. Every 
linguistic gives limitation appropriate with science sector that is skill. It is not 
surprising because word and sentence that have meaning belongs to language 
user because it is dynamic characteristic that sometimes widen a word 
meaning when communicating, so word meaning can exchange (Stevenson, 
2001:83)   
Verhaar (2007:7) state that semantics is the study theory of meaning. 
Actually as empirical before someone speaks or hears the other mental 
process occurs both of them. Mental process like arrange semantics code to 
listener, grammatical code, and phonologies code to speaker, and searching 
process phonology code, grammatical, and semantics code to listener. Or we 
can say that speaker and listener occur the meaning process. 
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Based on the statement above, the writer makes conclusion that 
semantic is study of meaning, semantic also is the aspect of language function 
that relates to understanding the meaning of word and sentences. So in the 
semantic study not only discussed about study of meanings, but also objective 
meanings and figurative language. In this study, the writer will analyze the 
meaning of figurative language and make the impression.         
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH OF  METHODOLOGY 
  
A. Research of methodology 
The method that used in this research is descriptive. Descriptive method  
is a method to collect and analyze data.This is taken because the writer in this 
research described everything relate to the topic of the research. In this case, 
the writer explain figurative language in the selected poem by Roger and Deby 
Rawlings 
B. Method of Collecting Data  
Since the object of this study  is a poem, which is available in written 
form, the method used in this research is library research. There are two major  
data obtained from this method, in case for finding the relevant book and other 
theories, they are: 
1. Primary data 
Primary data are the data that becomes a major source in this 
study. These data are obtained from the poets self. The writer notes 
down everything that relevant to the exciting problems in this poet. 
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2. Secondary data  
Secondary data are from various resources that possibly support 
the analysis. The writer combines the secondary data with the primary 
data through the semantic approach. These data can be taken from 
literary reference and internet surfing. The writer identified the relevant 
subject which is appropriate for analysis data. 
C. Method of  Data Analysis 
Having collected some data related to the object of study,the writer 
analyzed and presenting them descriptively. There are several steps in 
analyzing those data: 
1. Read those two selected poems intensively.  
2. Write down some data that believe as expressions of figurative 
language.  
3. Make a list on figurative language. 
4. Analyze the figurative language and make the impression       
D. Technique of Data Analysis 
The data was analyzed with textual analysis technique through 
semantic approach. Semantic approach is the writer explained the meaning of 
figurative language expressions that used in the poet. The writer found out the 
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meaning of figurative language expressions and make the impression by 
reading the poet. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter consists of findings and discussion.  The writer would like 
to present further explanation about figurative language, which is involve in 
the poetry. 
A. FINDINGS 
1. “ Nightingale`s Song  
After reading the poem based on the objective of the research, the writer 
found several figurative language expressions used by Roger`s  poem in the  “ 
Nightingale`s Song , as we shall see in the list below. 
No 
 
Lyrics of Poem Figurative 
Language 
1  Is love not deeper than the sea? 
 Crimson yet as scarlet until 
Simile 
2  who sang her heart 
 with thorn and caused her then to 
sleep 
 Until the song lays dead 
Personification 
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 Which pierced the song bird`s heart 
 Can you hear the melody, which 
lingers in the sky 
3  Yet echoes in resounding voice 
Over centuries of time 
Hyperbole 
 
2. The Haunting 
After reading the poem based on the objective of the research, the writer 
found several figurative language expressions used by Deby`s  poem in the” 
The Haunting” , as we shall see in the list below. 
No 
 
Lyrics of Poem Figurative 
Language 
1  Though she's gone, her presence is 
everywhere. 
 The bedroom, once a warm and comforting 
place has become a cold, dank dungeon 
without her presence. 
 When I come home from work, I expect to 
Hyperbole 
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smell the Inviting aroma of her southern 
cooking, piping hot She serves up her love. 
 None of her Personal items remain, yet her 
presence is strong. 
 Once in a while, the scent of her surrounds 
me, Taking me back to another time when 
our love was complete, with closed eyes I 
breathherintomy Heart. 
 Our song plays on the radio and the 
memory ofher Soft, small body pressed 
against mine, swayingin Perfect unison 
fills my senses. 
2  When a flower blooms, I see her sweet 
face. 
 When I go out to the garden and smell the 
Fragrance of English Lavender, I turn 
expecting To see her smiling face, sea 
green eyes gleaming With excitement and 
anticipation. 
Personification 
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 I swear, sometimes I hear her soft velvety 
voice Call out my name. 
3  The bedroom, once a warm and comforting 
place has become a cold, dank dungeon 
without her presence. 
Irony 
 
4  At times, I reach out to touch her warm 
body and In it's place is a cold emptiness. 
 
Apostrophe 
 
 
B. Discussion  
1. Nightingale`s Song 
In this part,the writer is going to give the meaning of simile, 
personification and hyperbole expressions used in Roger`s poem. 
a. Simile  
The expressions of simile as follows: 
-Is love not deeper than the sea? 
The part of poems of “Nightingale`s Song” above use figurative 
language is a kind of simile. It conveys the sense of compare between 
love and sea by use the conjunction than. 
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-Crimson yet as scarlet until 
The part of poems of “Nightingale`s Song” above use figurative 
language is a kind of simile. It conveys the sense of compares too by 
use the conjuction as. 
b. Personification 
The expressions of simile as follows: 
-who sang her heart 
-Whose rose her song has bought? 
-with thorn and caused her then to sleep 
The part of poems of “Nightingale`s Song” above use figurative 
language is a kind of personification. It conveys the sense of confused 
and ask to everyone, the poet uses her as the representation of 
nightingale bird. 
-Until the song lays dead 
The part of poems of “Nightingale`s Song” above use figurative 
language is a kind of personification. It conveys the sense that the song 
can dead like a human. 
-Which pierced the song bird`s heart 
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 The part of poems of “Nightingale`s Song” above use figurative 
language is a kind of personification. It conveys the sense that the song 
has pierced the bird`s heart 
. -Can you hear the melody, which lingers in the sky 
The part of poems of “Nightingale`s Song” above use figurative 
language is a kind of personification. It conveys the sense that the 
melody can lingers, live or can hear in the sky. 
c. Hyperbole 
The expressions of hyperbole as follows: 
Yet echoes in resounding voice Over centuries of time 
The part of poems of “Nightingale`s Song” above use figurative 
language is a kind of hyperbole. It conveys the sense that the song yet 
echoes in resounding voice over centuries of time. 
2. The Haunting 
a. Hyperbole 
Hyperbole according to Siswantoro (2002: 34) that hyperbole 
a statement is made emphatic by overstatement. It also may be said 
that the statement is impossible to happen. The expressions of 
hyperbole as follows: 
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Though she's gone, her presence is everywhere. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of hyperbole. It conveys the sense that her 
presence is everywhere, even though she has gone. 
The bedroom, once a warm and comforting place has become a cold, 
dank dungeon without her presence. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of hyperbole. It conveys the sense that The 
bedroom, once a warm and comforting place has become a cold in 
fact he felt dank dungeon without her presence.  
When I come home from work, I expect to smell the Inviting aroma 
of her southern cooking, piping hot She serves up her love. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of hyperbole. It conveys the sense that When 
he come home from work, he  expect to smell the Inviting aroma 
of her southern cooking, piping hot She serves up her love. It`s 
really over. Once again, he never accepted the reality 
None of her Personal items remain, yet her presence is strong. 
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The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of hyperbole. It conveys the sense that while 
None of her Personal items remain, but her presence is strong. 
He really sure if his girlfriend always accompany him.  
Once in awhile, the scent of her surrounds me, Taking me back to 
another time when our love was complete, with closed eyes I breath 
her into my Heart. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of hyperbole. It conveys the sense that the 
scent of her surrounds him and he try to closed eyes and breath 
her girlfriend  in his heart.  It`s so over. 
Our song plays on the radio and the memory of her Soft, small body 
 pressed against mine, swaying in Perfect unison fills my senses. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of hyperbole. It conveys the sense that there is small 
body pressed against him, then swaying in Perfect unison fills him 
senses. 
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b. Personification 
The expressions of simile as follows: 
When a flower blooms, I see her sweet face. 
 The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of Personification. It conveys the sense that When a 
flower blooms, he see her sweet face. He giving the attributes of human 
being to the flowers. 
When I go out to the garden and smell the Fragrance of English 
Lavender, I turn expecting To see her smiling face, sea green eyes 
gleaming With excitement and anticipation. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of Personification. It conveys the sense that When he 
go out to the garden and smell the Fragrance of English Lavender, he 
turn expecting to see his girlfriend smiling face, sea green eyes 
gleaming with excitement and anticipation. 
I swear, sometimes I hear her soft velvety voice Call out my name. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of Personification. It conveys the sense that 
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sometimes he hear her soft velvety voice Call his name. Velvety is some 
kinds of flower in his garden. 
  
c. Irony 
The bedroom, once a warm and comforting place has become 
a cold, dank dungeon without her presence. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of Irony. It conveys the sense that the Bedroom 
sometimes he feel warms, sometimes he feel cold and dank dungeon 
without his girlfriend presence. It means he feel opposite in his 
bedroom. 
d. Apostrophe    
At times, I reach out to touch her warm body and In it's place is a cold 
emptiness. 
The part of poems of “The Haunting” above use figurative 
language is a kind of Apostrophe. It conveys the sense that sometimes, 
he try to reach out and touch his girlfriend warm body. he cannot found 
it, because  it's place is a cold emptiness. 
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C. The Impression In The Selected Poem 
1. “Nightingale`s  Song” 
There are some impressions containing in this poem. It is 
provided by the use of figurative language: Simile, Personification, and 
Hyperbole. 
The first impression provided by the use of Simile in the second 
stanza, “ is love not deeper than the sea?” in this line the poet compares 
the Love and the Sea in equivalence of which one the deeper. I think 
Love is deeper than the Sea, love has a power. Strength love can do 
anything, while the sea we can know the deep of it. And in the third 
stanza, “Crimson yet as scarlet until…” in this line the poet compares 
between crimson and scarlet, both of them have the same meaning. 
The second impression provided by the use of Personification in 
the first stanza, “who sang her heart” and “Whose rose her song has 
bought?” it means that the nightingale bird same with the women who 
he loves. In the third stanza, “until the song lays dead,”it conveys that 
the songs like a human being that can dead, it means that love need 
sacrifice to get it. In the fifth stanza,”which pierced the song bird`s 
heart/ with thorn and caused her then to sleep”, it means the sense of 
emotional because the song from the bird`s heart, as we know that the 
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bird`s is the representation of the women who he loves. And in the sixth 
stanza, “Can you hear the melody/which lingers in the sky”, it conveys 
the sense of the everlasting love that his love has no ending. 
The third impression provided by the use of Hyperbole in the 
fourth stanza, “ Yet echoes in resounding voice/over centuries of time”, 
Based on the impressions above, it may be stated that this poem 
conveys the sense the contemplation of love essence, love need 
sacrifice, and love has no ending. 
2. “The Haunting” 
There are some impressions containing in this poem. It is 
provided by the use of figurative language: Hyperbole, Personification, 
Irony and Apostrophe 
The first impression provided by the use of Hyperbole. 
 In the first stanza, Though she's gone, her presence is 
everywhere, it conveys the sense that  the author never feels alone, he 
feels if his love always accompany him everywhere, even though it`s 
just imagination. And the next stanza The bedroom, once a warm and 
comforting place has become a cold, dank dungeon without her 
presence. In this line the author  described that  in one situation he feels 
more than one condition, sometimes he feels warm, sometimes he feels 
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cold, and dank dungeon without  his love presence. Because he really 
loves his girl friend, so this realty influences his psychology. The next 
stanza When I come home from work, I expect to smell the Inviting 
aroma of her southern cooking, piping hot She serves up her love. It 
means, when the author back to home, he expects to smell the inviting 
aroma of her southern cooking, this is impossible because he just back 
from work. How can he do that? It is really over. The next None of her 
Personal items remain, yet her presence is strong. In this line the author 
described that the presence of her love is strong, even though non of her 
personal items remain. The next stanza  Once in awhile, the scent of her 
surrounds me, Taking me back to another time when our love was 
complete, with closed eyes I breath her into my Heart. In this line, the 
author once again tries to make something over in its characteristics 
means that love and hopes depend on a woman who really loves. He 
never forgets the time when he was together with his love. The next 
stanza Our song plays on the radio and the memory of her Soft, small 
body pressed against mine, swaying in Perfect unison fills my senses. 
Once again the author make something over in its characteristics. How 
can the small body pressed against him when he listen the Radio. 
The second  impression provided by the use of Personification. 
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In the first stanza When a flower blooms, I see her sweet face. It 
conveys the sense of confused and ask to everyone if he look his love 
sweet face when the flower blooms. Its over statement and impossible if 
someone can see the face of human being in a flower. The next stanza 
When I go out to the garden and smell the Fragrance of English 
Lavender, I turn expecting To see her smiling face, sea green eyes 
gleaming  With excitement and anticipation. Once again the author asks 
to everyone if he looks the smiling face and sea green eyes gleaming in 
the garden. It conveys the sense of the everlasting love that his love has 
no ending. The next stanza I swear, sometimes I hear her soft velvety 
voice Call out my name. it conveys the sense that the author use the soft 
velvety as representation of his love that can call his name.  
The third impression provided by the use of Irony. 
In the second stanza The bedroom, once a warm and comforting 
place has become a cold, dank dungeon without her presence. In this 
line the author ask if he feel opposite in his bedroom, sometimes he feel 
warm, sometimes he feel cold and dank dungeon. Its so irony. 
 The fourth impression provided by the use Apostrophe. 
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In the second stanza At times, I reach out to touch her warm 
body and In it's place is a cold emptiness. In this line the author  
described that he tries to touch his love warm body, but the reality he 
doesn’t find his love warm body because the place is a cold emptiness. 
In accordance with the above impressions, the poet conveys the 
contemplation of life essence. The poet described it by using the view of 
lovers in contrasting to the real life. As the result, the existence of love 
appears in all aspects of life surround human being.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. It gives some 
summaries or some points after analyzing the poetry “ Nightingale Song ” (by 
Roger, 2005), and “ The Haunting  ” ( by Deby Rawlinngs, 2008). It also gives 
suggestion for the readers and literatures Studies.  
A. Conclusion  
1. After analysis the novel, the writer found there are 2 simile, 5 
personification and 1 of hyperbole expressions in “ Nightingale Song ”  
and then 5 of hyperbole, 3 of personification, 1 of irony, and 1 of 
apostrophe expression in “ The Haunting ” poetry. We can see it in the 
previous chapter that contains of findings and discussion. In discussion 
the writer explains the meaning of each figurative language that found 
in the poetry.  
2. Based on the impression, both poem conveys the sense the  
contemplation of love essence, love need sacrifice, to be patient and 
love has no ending. 
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B. Suggestion 
Literature, especially poetry is one interesting matter. So many things 
can be analyzed from it. For example about figure of speech or figurative 
language and impression. Based on this reasons the writer suggests : 
1. The research of impression is still so simple and not perfect. So 
the writer suggests the readers especially who are interest in the 
research impression in order to understand more the intended 
meanings expressed from author.   
2. It is important for the English Student who wants to know more 
about meaning. Especially about figurative language and 
impression. The figurative language and impression may be 
found in daily conversation, in genre of literature such as poem, 
prose and drama. 
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APPENDIXES 
NIGHTINGALE `S SONG 
Is there comfort for the nightingale 
Who sang her heart 
For naught… or pity to the student 
Whose rose her song has bought? 
 
Is love no deeper than the sea? 
Tell me of its worth! 
Can it be measured with a scale 
Or compassed round its girth? 
 
The sacrifice of  life on life and blood 
Shall stain the white rose red; 
Crimson yet as scarlet until 
Until the song lays dead… 
 
Yet echoes in resounding voice 
Over centuries of time, 
A standard born of selflessness 
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And ecstasy sublime… 
 
For where is joy but hidden, 
Beneath the pain so deep, 
Which pierced the song bird`s heart 
With thorn and caused her then to sleep. 
 
Can you hear the melody, 
Which lingers in the sky, 
And permeates my thoughts of you… 
I dare not wonder why. 
 
( By Roger, 2005 ) 
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THE HAUNTING  
Though she's gone, her presence is everywhere.  
When a flower blooms, I see her sweet face.  
When I go out to the garden and smell the Fragrance of English Lavender, I 
turn expecting 
To see her smiling face, sea green eyes gleaming  
With excitement and anticipation. 
 
I swear, sometimes I hear her soft velvety voice  
Call out my name.  
The bedroom, once a warm and comforting place has  
become a cold, dank dungeon without her presence.  
At times, I reach out to touch her warm body and  
In it's place is a cold emptiness. 
 
When I come home from work, I expect to smell the  
Inviting aroma of her southern cooking, piping hot  
She serves up her love. 
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Her clothes no longer hang in the closet we once  
Shared, her drawers lie empty. None of her  
Personal items remain, yet her presence is strong.  
Once in awhile, the scent of her surrounds me,  
Taking me back to another time when our love was  
complete, with closed eyes I breath her into my   
Heart. 
 
Our song plays on the radio and the memory of her  
Soft, small body pressed against mine, swaying in  
Perfect unison fills my senses.  
I catch myself before I call out her name, a habit  
I suppose. 
 
No need to ask her if she'd like to go out tonight  
So, alone I go and sit at the bar, ordering beer  
After beer,  
Hoping to dull the memory of her.  
And after I've had my fill, I walk back to an Empty home and curse myself for 
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not loving her  
The way she needed to be loved. 
( By Deby Rawlings, 2008 ) 
